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ABSTRACT (100 - 200 WORDS):
Ideas have travelled a convoluted route throughout history, most paths remaining
obscured until historical research untangles them. In Malaysia, the colonizing political
machinations of the British from the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century are often credited
as a single force facilitated a wholesale movement of Eurocentric ideology into the region. It is
taken as if Colonialism was a monolithic weapon which obliterated native ideology in a single
swipe. Such a generalization has omitted the vital nuances and masked the actual path of history.
This historical study revealed that one way in which European thought merged into modem
Malaysian ideology was an insidious one, hidden under a guise of noble, medical intentions.
Through the implementation of psychiatric facilities for the native mad, the British asserted their
Eurocentric and Victorian ideas of difference and class, and formation of the "Other". Using
Eurocentric ideology, the colonial government in Malaya built a system resulting in the
ethnicization of Malaya's native and resident locals and the subversion of their culture. In effect,
the colonial British government raised the social position of the European to match the political
power they exerted over the Malay Peninsula and used the system of psychiatric institutionalism
to do so. In this way, legitimacy of the colonial British regime was ingrained into native and
local society. This study examined records from the Malaysian National Archives from 1880 to
1917. Primarily, it discussed the use of psychiatry in Colonial Malaya and considered the
associations between criminality, class and ethnicity as factors which formed a system of social
control amongst the inmates of lunatic asylums, hospitals and prisons. Secondly, scholarly
studies on the use of psychiatry in Britain, India and French Algeria were contextualized against
the evidence in Colonial Malaya. In this latter section the European origins and the Eurocentric
nature of the psychiatric system became clear, lending credence to the hypothesis made that
social control and colonial authority were made possible through the establishment of a
European institution: the lunatic asylum.
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The inmates awoke to the sounds of each other. The daily cacophony began softly, with
the drowsy sing song chatter of the manic. Waking from the reprieve of sleep, they were forced
to return to their painful reality; their bodies trapped in this world but their minds adrift in some
other reality of their own making. As they arose they wandered into the common air courts on
their own, naturally drawn to the delicious aromas of the morning meal wafting from the kitchen.
As each inmate emerged onto the common yard, they spied where their own brethren gathered
and streamed toward them as drops of water conform to a common pool. The Malays removed
themselves from the Chinese out of necessity, attempting to keep themselves as halal as possible,
away from the ubiquitous "unclean" pork served to the Chinese inmates. The Indians squatted on
the ground between the Malays and the Chinese; between the beef and pork served, the Indians'
mutton buffered the haram from the halaZI.
Then they waited. They were always waiting. They waited for breakfast, then dinner,
then supper. They waited for the right time to play Chinese chess in the air court, for the time to
pray or to sleep. They waited for their tum to be examined by the physician and ultimately,
waited to be released from this place, in one way or another. Yet it was not only the inmates who
waited, so too did the resident attendants, the nurses, the physicians. Everyone waited, but for
different things. The European inmates waited for the mail, for letters from relations elsewhere in
Malaya or, more precious, those from "home": Britain. The nurses waited for instructions from
the doctors. And the doctors waited for their instructions from the magistrate, for news or for
money.
1Straits Settlements Blue Book 1913, vol. 2, chapter on "Lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:BB9.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000765, Location W/A/04/A/0l/d/3. Also, the terms haram and
halal refer to what is forbidden and what is permissible in Muslim culture, respectively.
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British colonial government over the locals. Doctors and the British colonial government who
hired them used the tools of the emergent psychiatric institution to reinforce the powerful
hegemonic position they held. The concept of separation went beyond a mere division between
the sane and insane. The British colonial government in Malaya used psychiatry and the
institutions of the insane asylum and prison to impose Eurocentric ideas on morality and
ethnicity in order to reinforce colonial authority and exert social control over the local
populations in Colonial Malaya.
While colonial British rule and their use of psychiatric institutions spanned more than a
one hundred years from the mid-nineteenth century until 1957 when Malaya was granted
independence from the British Crown, this paper narrows the scope of its study to the period
between 1880, just after the Pangkor Treaty of 1874 which marked the beginning of British
political control in the Malay Peninsula, and 1915, around the advent of World War I and before
the slow collapse of the British Empire. These three and a half decades encompass the
beginnings of the British Empire in Malaya. They contain the political inception of the new
regime, but more importantly, permit us to view the ways in which social colonization of the
people took place. It is the means oflegitimization of British power in the minds of the natives
and local residents which is focus of this study, rather than the assertion of political powers.
5 Andaya, Barbara Watson and Leonard Y.A History of Malaysia. 2nd. Ed. (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
2001), 157-159.
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Kadang Kerbau insane asylum was the location of such a limbo; an example of the
earthly purgatory Malayan lunatics occupied. It was a colony within a colony. Its walls were not
only for the insane; the grounds housed most of the administrative staff and attendants as well as
!
the wards for the lunatic natives and Europeans. The British colonial government considered it
sanctuary: a place to keep people in, a way to keep people our'. In 1889, Hugh Low, the British
Resident, had designed, in accordance with the Federated Malay State government, the system to
handle this necessary segregation". Kadang Kerbau was a safe zone for those who lived within its
confines and it was a barrier between the world of the insane and those who lived in the society
beyond its walls".
In this land of wild jungles, unpredictable storms and typhoons, where nothing was
temperate, regular or fixed, Kadang Kerbau stood as an institution larger than its actual walls: it
was a bastion of British regularity and order amidst chaos. Built in 1861 and used until 1887,
Kadang Kerbau insane asylum was one of many such centers of colonial authority. From the late
nineteenth century until the end of the Colonial Era in the mid-twentieth century asylums,
hospitals and goals housing the insane and run by the colonial British government were dotted
across the Federated Malay States from Singapore to Perak. Their function was to separate: the
t 1
i~, j: i
reasonable sane from the dangerous insane, the predictable from the erratic, the compliant from
the rebellious. The function of these institutions mirrored the dichotomous relationship the
colonial authorities had with the local native population: the conquerors and the conquered,
Europeans and Asians. It was the purpose of asylums and gaols to reiterate the authority of the
2 "The lunatics Reception Enactment, 1913 which was passed by the Federal Council on the zs" November 1913.
(No. 25 of 1913) - Forward Copies of -", National Archives of Malaysia, File No. H.CO No. CH;SEC175/1914,
Receipt No. 1957/0597243, location W/A/05/A/26/a/2, Box No. 148.
3 "Regulation for dealing with non-criminal lunatics", National Archives of Malaysia File No. POLICE 1523/1895,
Receipt No. 1957/0055394, location W/A/03/A/05/a/4, Box 11.
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Historiography of Psychiatry as a Tool of Colonialism
The topic of mental health asylums and the treatment of lunacy in the Federated Malay
States is one which lies at the intersection of psychiatric medical history and the history of
British Colonialism. A number of histories have been written on this intersection of medical
history and colonial history, but on other parts ofthe British Empire and other parts of the
colonized world, such as Richard C. Keller on psychiatry in the Maghreb, in Northern Africa,
Schula Marks and Sally Swartz on its use in the Cape colonies in Africa and Waltraud Ernst on
the British Crown colony India6• Of such studies on Colonial Malaya, I was able to find only one
historical study, by Ng Beng Yong of the mental health system in Singapore. While Ng's study
necessarily involved mainland Malaya, the focus of his research was particularly on the history
of asylums in Singapore. Studies on the use of psychiatry in Malaya have not focused on its
function in colonization, but provided chronological sequence or presented the historical record
in a matter-of-fact and less critical way7. While the locales of Ernst, Keller, Marks and Swartz's
studies vary, their interpretations of the historical record share a common element: that the
colonizing European powers used psychiatry and the institution of the asylum as tools to
reinforce the superiority of colonial power and break down native thought and culture.
6 Shula Marks. ""Every facility that modern science and enlightened humanity have devised": race and progress in
an colonial hospital, Valkenberg Mental Asylum, Cape Colony, 1894-1910" in Insanity, Institutions and Society,
1800-1914, ed. by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge, 1999),268-291.
Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge, 1999),
245-267.
7 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001).
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In the North African Maghreb", "psychiatry brought a new degree of sophistication to
colonial racism"? and reinforced paternalistic ideas of European superiority by lending
credibility and an irreproachable defense of medical science to the oppressive practices of the
French colonial government. The noble mise en valeur ofthe French civilizing mission was not
merely supported by European morality but became an undeniable biological obligation.
Through the civilizing of the primitive native, the colonizers brought these "suffering natives" 10
into modernity and enlightened them with the Truth, which was from the colonials' perspectives
that their rule over the natives' land and resources followed the natural order of the world. What
evolved from psychiatry and the earnest (though diabolical) mission to save was the emergence
of ethnopsychiatry and a stifling paternalism II.
In the case of India, Ernst described the same use of psychiatry, but added that asylums
had the additional role of being symbolic institutions, surrogates for the civilization of Europe
and were "sources for the propagation of benevolent rule"I2. Where Ernst differed in her
interpretation was that control over the native population was indirectly achieved through the
control and categorization of the European population, rather than directly via the natives. The
administration of asylums reflected British norms of social class segregation between whites.
The primary concern of the British in India was to remove the presence of the lower class insane
8 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007),
10.
9 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007),
4.
10 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),2.
11 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007), 7.
12 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007), 13.
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as their unpredictability and deviant behavior threatened the prestige and superiority of the White
Marks, in her examination of the African Cape colonies, understood the use of psychiatry
in a slightly different way. Building on the earlier work of Swartz, who stated that "between
1891 and 1920 a racist colonial psychiatry emerged as a way of justifying unequal treatment
while maintaining a facade of humane care based on universalist principles't'", Marks took the
position whilst asylums were indeed used as tools for social control and the establishment of
Eurocentric ideas of superiority, each colony of each European power did so differently in
response to the differing specific situations of each locale. In her study of the Valkenberg asylum
racial segregation occurred, but so did congregarion'". Racial separation was desired but made
impractical because of the need for black menial labor. The overarching belief in the saving
mission of colonialism ensured a certain amount of integration with the black insane.
The scholarly works of these historians have revealed that the use of psychiatry in the
colonized world varied from colony to colony, dependent upon the social backgrounds of the
colonizers and the needs of the colony from both the colonized and the colonizers' perspectives.
13Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe {New York, NY: Routledge,
1999},251.
14 Shula Marks. ""Every facility that modern science and enlightened humanity have devised": race and progress in
an colonial hospital, Valkenberg Mental Asylum, Cape Colony, 1894-1910" in Insanity, Institutions and Society,
1800-1914, ed. by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe {New York, NY: Routledge, 1999},269.
15 Shula Marks. ''''Every facility that modern science and enlightened humanity have devised": race and progress in
an colonial hospital, Valkenberg Mental Asylum, Cape Colony, 1894-1910" in Insanity, Institutions and SOciety,
1800-1914, ed. by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe {New York, NY: Routledge, 1999},281-282.
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Each colonial administration developed ideas of their colony's own "brand" of insanity I 6. They
showed that there was a common Eurocentric belief in the saving mission of colonialism, that the
non-European peoples and lands they conquered were generally viewed as barbaric, alien and
unwholesome'? and that psychiatry, then this new and modem science, was a way through which
these goals and problems could be solved.
Earlier scholarship on the intersection of psychiatry and colonialism, particularly the
work of Franz Fanon, cannot be ignored. Although his work clearly had a political agenda,
railing against French Colonialism as an oppressive force and the root cause of rebellion, thereby
causing "madness" in the colonies, Fanon's work called attention to the need to examine the
truth behind the mise en valeur which motivated French Colonialism and resultantly plead for
Algerian independence from the French. His writings formed the foundation for understanding
the role of the medical profession and the importance of maintaining public health as significant
factors in the legitimacy of the state. Yet because of the highly political agenda Fanon expressed,
he allowed little room for the possible benefits of psychiatry or other reasons for its design in the
colonies; his work was not an empirical historical study, after all, but a philosophical treatise.
The understanding of psychiatry and its role in the colonial world is an emergent field of
historical study. The research that has been done offers certain similar threads of theory which
help form a basis for how we may consider psychiatric institutionalism in the Colonial Malayan
context. The premise they provide is this: that the practice of institutionalizing the mad and the
16 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007), 13. Meghan Vaughan and Jonathan Sadowsky studied similar ideas about madness in Sub-Saharan
territories.
17 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge, 1999),
253.
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provision of psychiatric care was considered an onus of the colonial government, and that
systems were installed to carry out this task. Where these studies differ is in their theories of why
such provision was considered necessary by the colonizers and what their goals were in doing so,
and how such institutions were implemented.
Historiography on Psychiatry in the Britain in the Nineteenth Century
As a result of the lack of historical study on lunacy in Colonial Malaya, building an
understanding of the use of psychiatry in the Colonial Malayan context becomes difficult. It is
simply bad scholarship to sweepingly apply the theories of colonial psychiatry in other colonies
to Malaya without considering this colony independently. The use of psychiatry in Malaya may
not necessarily fit snugly into the theories proposed by Ernst, Keller and others. To be thorough,
we should consider how psychiatry was used elsewhere in the world during the nineteenth
century and consider if these other theories may apply. A meta-analytical approach is necessary
to fully comprehend and analyze the historical record on psychiatry in Colonial Malaya. To that
end, it is logical to consider the source of the British Empire, Britain as a starting point'",
Psychiatry in Britain has been widely studied: its historical and social impetus, the
creation and role of asylums and the subsequent treatment of the insane. Foucault, in Madness
and Civilization, wrote the foundation for many of the historical theories concerning the subject
of insanity and its treatment, particularly in Europe. He proposed the idea that the medical
response and rise of psychiatry in Europe was a by-product of the European Age of Reason. As
18 In no way is the examination here of psychiatric institutions elsewhere exhaustive. In order to make comparisons
or apply other historical theories to the Malayan context, a fuller examination of all other colonies would be
necessary.
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Europeans expanded their depth of reason, there were those who were unable or unwilling to
reason in the same ways; those who did become enlightened and inspired by the growing spirit of
equality, aimed to supply reason to the less unfortunate. Madness was defined as a state of being
lacking Reason19. Two prevailing ideas built off Foucault's assertion: according to the historians
Szasz or Scull respectively, the system of institutionalizing the insane arose from either the
medical profession's selfish desire to create an economic niche for themselves or the need to
segregate the mad - being considered moral deviants - from contaminating the minds of
unsatisfied middle classes. In Scull's analysis the latter thereby prevented social rebellion and
maintained the structured class system which so characterized Victorian order'",
In the same way that understanding the historiography of colonial psychiatry in other
colonial locales is necessary, a grasp on the use of psychiatry in the colonizer's homeland
provides a framework for the impetus, translation and application of psychiatry in British
Colonial Malaya.
Impetus for this research in Colonial Malaya
While the study of colonial power in Malaya has been a topic exhaustively visited and
revisited by historians, the study of asylums and the role these institutions played in that era has
not. There is a dearth of historical study on the lunatic asylums, hospitals and gaols for the insane
during the Malayan colonial era. This paper is therefore a preliminary probe into the social
19 Marlene A. Arieno. Victorian Lunatics: A Social Epidemiology of Mental Illness in Mid-Nineteenth Century
England. (Toronto: Associated University Press, 1989), 68.
20 Marlene A. Arieno. Victorian Lunatics: A Social Epidemiology of Mental Illness in Mid-Nineteenth Century England.
(Toronto: Associated University Press, 1989), 11-13.
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impact of the prison and lunatic asylum system in Malaya from the 1880s to 1915.21 The
psychiatric institution served to further the colonial goals of the British in Malaya through the
imposition of Eurocentric beliefs on madness and the goodness of paternalism. This essay
examines a small number of documents from the Malaysian National archives, specifically
pertaining to the Lunatic Asylums in the Straits Settlements, within the context of European and
Victorian norms in the field of psychiatry. This slice of the historical record is scrutinized to
comprehend British Colonial attitudes towards the insane and the use of psychiatry as a political
tool of Colonialism in Malaya. It will be considered whether the British Colonial government
viewed and used lunatic asylums and prisons in the same way as they did in Britain or India, or
as the French did in the Mahgreb+', The evidence will be examined to determine if such
institutions were used as vehicles to control the native mad, an unpredictable minority population
and maintain dominance over them through the ethnicization of the European and local
population.
As Marks noted in her essay on the Cape Colonies in Africa, psychiatry and its
institutions were not applied as an all-healing band-aid in all colonial settings equally, although
there was a universal presence of asylums, hospitals and prisons for the housing of the insane
both native and European'". Rather, because each colonial administration developed their own
brands of psychiatric treatment based upon differing branches of the same theoretical Eurocentric
21 Due to the time frame used, the terms Malaya and British Malaya and Colonial Malaya may also be
interchangeably used with the terms Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States, all referring to the Malay
Peninsula. A brief history of these terms shall follow in this paper.
22 This term may also refer to French Algeria and both terms shall be used interchangeably in this paper.
23 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY:Routledge, 1999),
263.
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tree of thought, the study of psychiatry in Colonial Malaya may reveal yet another twist in the
overall history of colonialism.
The necessity to review the role of psychiatry in the establishment of colonial authority
in British Malaya, aside from the overarching importance to understand the effect of colonialism
and modem post-colonial problems, is also necessitated by the presence of evidence in the
historical record and the absence of such study to date. The significance of this historical
research therefore lies in its novelty.
Building upon the shared idea among historians that psychiatry and its institutions acted
as direct or indirect agents of the colonizers to promote their own ends and social beliefs, and
that each colony of each colonizing European state had differing goals and derived from
differing social backgrounds, this study aims to understand what the goals, motivations and the
origins of those motivations were in Colonial Malaya in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century and how the British Colonial Malayan government implemented those ideals through the
use of asylums, hospitals and prisons for the mad.
Malaya as a British Colony
The lure of Malaya, indeed of Southeast Asia from the seventeenth century onward until
the mid-twentieth century could be found in its inherent geographic location. The Straits of
Malacca was a flowing water way which revealed a navigable avenue from the West, past India
into the Asian seas and led to the golden markets of China. Although Southeast Asia had its own
fragrant charms in the nutmeg, cloves and spices so highly favored by European consumers, the
ultimate prize for the hardship of sailing the dangerous seas was the enormous profit to be gained
12
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by trading with China. The abundance of silks, silver and tea which the savvy merchant might
purchase in the Far East were worth the risk if one could bring them back home to the eager
markets in Europe. The Straits of Malacca, Singapore and the Malay Peninsula - and indeed, all
the islands of Java and Indonesia - served as the shelter for those trade vessels from the dangers
of the open ocearr".
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Malay Peninsula maintained its
independence, providing tracts of land and ports to the European traders who begged use of these
shelters from the Malay sultans who ruled those territories. In 1824, with the signing of the
Anglo-Dutch Treaty, the sovereignty of the Malay kingdoms lost recognition in the eyes of the
Europeans'". The Dutch and the British, without consulting the Malay Sultanates, essentially
divided Southeast Asia and the ports within their control. While outright colonization was not an
expressed objective at this time, the treaty made clear that the Malay Peninsula would remain,
from the view of the European powers within the British "sphere of influence'r".
The decline of the independent Malay sultanates was a slow and convoluted process. The
vision of a British Empire solidified as it became clear to the British that increasing their political
power was a pleasant and necessary consequence of trade in the East Indies, as Southeast Asia
was known then. The Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie and the British East India Company
were the original and private corporations controlling the trade between Europe and Asia27. But
as European, and particularly domestic Dutch and British markets became increasingly
24 Anthony Reid. Charting the Shape of Early Modern Southeast Asia. (Chiang Mai: Silkworm Books, 1999), 7-8.
25 Andaya, Barbara Watson and Leonard Y.A History of Malaysia. 2nd. Ed. (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
2001),125-128.
26 Andaya, Barbara Watson and Leonard Y.A History of Malaysia. 2nd. Ed. (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
2001),124.
27 Also known as the V.O.C or Dutch East India Company
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dependent on East Indian trade, the governments of those nations grasped the importance and
necessity of safeguarding their economic interests to ensure the continuing growth of their
nations' economies. Protection of that trade unavoidably meant political, and when necessary,
military involvemenr'",
In 1826 Singapore, Melaka, Penang and Perai (Province Wellesley), which were already
under the administration of the British government, became consolidated as the Straits
Settlements and fully came under British rule through its subjugation to the Calcutta Office of
the British Colonial government in India. The Pangkor Treaty of 1874 chipped off another block
off of independent Malay sovereignty. While the treaty itself did not mark any blatant change in
rulership, the dynamics of the political British-Malay relationship had changed. The treaty's
clause placed a British Resident Officer in Malay territory inserting the wedge that eventually
broke down self governance of Malay lands and gave full political power to the British. As the
British extended their political reach further into Malay province, the borders of the Straits
Settlements effectively dissolved and the separation between British and Malay territory blurred.
In 1895 the Straits Settlements and the Unfederated Malay territories joined and became the
Federated Malay States. From the end of the nineteenth century until Malayan independence was
granted in 1957, the Malay Peninsula was effectively ruled by the Britislr".
Colonial Malaya or "British" Malaya as this territory came to be called by the colonizers
is the site of the discussion held in this paper. While the political maneouverings of Malay
sultans and the British colonizers framed the overarching structure of life, the daily lives of local
28 Andaya, Barbara Watson and Leonard Y.A History of Malaysia. 2nd. Ed. (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
2001), 130-160.
29 Andaya, Barbara Watson and Leonard Y.A History of Malaysia. 2nd. Ed. (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
2001),157-163.
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residents - Chinese traders and laborers, imported Indian plantation workers from British ruled
India and indigenous Malays and tribespeoples - carried on. After the political inception of the
colony, legitimization of the new regime became necessary. What this paper examines is the
insidious method by which the British legitmized their presence in "their" Malaya. Social control
over the native population was acheived in part through the implementation of psychiatric
practices founded on Colonial and Victorian beliefs and ideology spun from the European
enlightenment. In the common strategy used by the European colonizers of the nineteenth
century, the natives and local residents of the colony were segregated from the Europeans, cast in
the role of the "Other", and thence further subsectioned into distinct ethnic categories, much as
the mad were from the sane'".
Psychiatry in Colonial Malaya
The absence of psychiatry amongst the Malays, as psychiatry was understood in Britain,
was considered to be especially odd to the Colonial British. Mental illnesses, latah and amok in
particular, found amongst the Malay communities in Malaysia were thought to be "culture bound
syndromes", peculiar only to those groups, confounding in their expression and ineradicable.".
As Dr William Gilmore Ellis, a surgeon in the employ of the Federated Malay States government
wrote of latah: "[it was] a variety of peculiar nervous conditions of a transitory nature which are
30The terms "native" and "local" are used in this paper to refer to two separate categories of Malayan residents.
The former refers to Malays primarily whilst the latter refers to Indians and the Chinese. The reason for this
distinction is due to the origins of these ethnicities. The Chinese and Indian populations were not native to the land,
but were immigrants, though most had set up more or less permanent residency in Malaya.
31Robert l. Winzeler Latah In Southeast Asia: The history and ethnography of a culture-bound syndrome.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 5-6.
Ellis, W. Gilmore. "Latah. A Mental Malady of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 43 (1897):40.
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most difficult to classify". Ellis' 1897 article attempted, not to provide scientific support for
latah, but to provide the British reader with an emic view of the Malay perception of insanity.
There was amongst Malays, he wrote "a very distinct line between latah and insanity" and while
local Malays had advised him of cases wherein the afflicted had cured themselves, he did not
believe it could be done. The concern he expressed was not that latah or amok were pathological
diseases to be treated towards a cure, but how the authorities should handle cases of them as it
occurred in the community=. The attitude he held was not unique; indeed, the collective concern
was not for the welfare of the afflicted, but for the establishment and preservation of colonial
authority in Malaya.
The Straits Settlements became an official crown colony in 1867 though the
administration had been established much earlier in 182633• The creation of the Federated Malay
States in 1895 further consolidated political British power in the Peninsula. Whilst Malay sultans
and princes still ruled their lands nominally, the effective government of those settlements fell
under the jurisdiction of the British Empire and with that decree, the governance of Malays,
Indians, Chinese and any other locals residing within those territories. While the powers-that-
were played their political chess, the daily lives of the locals continued and with it, the ebbs and
flows of their health and sickness, the peace and crimes of the neighborhoods, work and play.
Aspects of their lives fit neatly into the colonial framework: the Chinese slid into the mercantile
industry or worked as coolies, whilst Indians toiled on the plantations and Malays occupied
position in the colonial government and aided European officials''". For the most part, they and
32W. Gilmore Ellis. "The Amok of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 39 (1893):338.
33 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001), 169.
34 Anthony Reid. Charting the Shape of Early Modern Southeast Asia. (Chiang Mai: Silkworm Books, 1999), 56-81.
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their culture fit into the discrete boxes of the colonial plan. But in some cases, as in the Malay
perception of mental disorder, they did not.
The local custom of blurring the lines between the insane and the sane defied the
Victorian senses; the proper order of things had to be maintained, to be controlled.". The insane
were uncontrollable. Their unpredictability was not merely an affront to the proper social order
of things. In Colonial Malaya they were a manifestation of defiance against the proper authorities,
the colonial authorities ". The proper order of society had to be held in place by those properly in
power. In the view of the British Empire the authority over such propriety fell into the domain of
t the Straits Settlement government.
Newly freed from being accountable to the Calcutta office in 1867, the government of the
Straits Settlement now answered directly to the Colonial Office in Britain". The full assertion of
its newly granted authority had to be made. There could be no toleration of any insurgency. The
overarching political authority of the British over the native rulers had been established. Now
that legitimacy had to be enforced culturally and socially amongst the local population. The
insane and the criminally insane, in particular, upset and disrupted colonial rule. Their handling
could no longer be a private, familial and local problem as it had been in the past. The matter had
become public; a necessary hiccup that had to be dealt with by the governing bodies of the state.
Following India, the leading satellite of the British Empire, the official legal stance adopted by
the Straits Settlement on the topic of lunatics was the Lunatic Asylum Act of India, passed in
35Andrew Scull. The Most Solitary of Afflictions: Madness and Society in Britian 1700-1900. (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1993), 1-10.
36Michel and Jay Miskowiec Foucault. "Of Other Spaces" Diacritics 16, no. 1 (Spring, 1986):22-27.
37Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001), 169-170.
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• It effectively turned the issue of insanity from a private matter into a public one, stating
that the authorities had the right to take into custody any individual deemed criminally insane".
Prior to this the issue of the mentally ill had been addressed informally and not as an independent
and discrete legal category requiring a protocol of its own'". Resolution of the problem of
madness were generally confined to treatment and incarceration as criminals; the analogy
between crime and insanity having been long accepted as convention": Legal action in Colonial
Malaya concerning lunatics mirrored the reforms which were happening concurrently in Britain.
Shaftsbury's Act on the regulation and care oflunatics in Britain shaped the 1858 Indian Lunacy
Act and the English Lunacy Act of 1853 and English Lunacy Regulation Act of 1853 formed the
basis of the Straits Settlement Ordinance No. VIII of 188942• In 1913 the Federated Malay States
government passed the Lunatics Reception Enactment which stated that lunacy was separate
from criminality and was a legal problem warranting the detention of the unfortunate individual+'.
Detention meant placing the individual in the custody of the state, within the walls of an
asylum, hospital or prison, depending on the nature of the act which revealed the mental
instability of the individual. A number of these institutions existed in the territories of the
Federated Malay States. The earliest record of an insane asylum was made in 1829. It was
38 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001), 169.
39 Ibid.
40 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001), 168.
41 Marlene A. Arieno. Victorian Lunatics: A Social Epidemiology of Mental JIIness in Mid-Nineteenth Century England.
(Toronto: Associated University Press, 1989), 79-80.
42 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001), 169-170.
43 "Particulars of Selangor Lunatics treated in the colonial asylum", National Archives of Malaysia. File No.
779A/1894, Receipt No. 1957/0053934, Location W/A/03/A/05/a/1, Box 53.
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attached to a regimental hospital on the island of Penang. However, the historical record omitted
any further mention of it thereafter+', In 1887 the Lunatic Asylum in Selangor officially opened
and by 1897 there were prison hospitals in Singapore, Penang and Malacca. The maternity
hospital at Kadang Kerbau was repurposed as an asylum in 1887 and in 1900 another asylum
d P . Pani 45opene at astr anjang .
Entering the Gates ...
To understand the implementation of psychiatric treatment as a tool of social control, we
must understand the society within the walls of the asylum. The aim of this paper is essentially
an examination of the culture fostered by the British within the asylum and the relationship of
that microcosmic culture to the larger society of British Malaya. This section examines the
experience of lunatic and how it functioned to serve the motives of the Colonial government to
control and subjugate the native and local population.
As far as the British authorities were concerned the experience of lunacy began with the
public display of mental defect. As the historian Richard Keller noted in his study of the French
treatment of lunacy in the Algerian Mahgreb "in most cases, violent or disruptive behavior led
authorities to question an individual's mental state,,46. Lunacy was considered a matter of the
state as it posed a threat to the safety and preservation of orderliness. This sentiment was
44 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001),35.
45 Beng Yeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2001), 66-68.
46 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),94.
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mirrored in Colonial Malaya by the British, evidenced by the involvement of the court and police
in the handling of lunatics, whether they exhibited actual criminal behavior or not. The Captain
Superintendent of Police wrote to the British Acting Secretary of Government in Selangor in
December 1895 expressing his "long thought that this matter [of dealing with non-criminal
lunatics in Perak] required attention,,47. From his post in Perak, he suggested in the same letter
that provisions for "the arrest and detention ... [and for the] detention of supposed lunatics for
observation for more than 24 hours before making a definite order, when necessary" be made.
He also proposed that he receive "permission for the discharge of persons supposed to have been
cured in [a] hospital". While the Captain Superintendent's words might have suggested that there
was a humanitarian motive behind his suggestion to withhold judgment on the supposed lunatic,
the Captain's proposals were actually stimulated by a desire to rid himself and his department of
the additional work caused by the present protocol. His objective had been made clear in this
December 1895 letter, as well as in an earlier letter he sent to Perak in March 1895 wherein he
proposed that the present system of charging the lunatic as an "ordinary criminal" should be
changed so that the courts need not be involved'". As the Captain explained in his December
1895 letter, he understood that the current practice "ensures a proper record of such matters"
which he supported, but if such record keeping could be maintained in some other way, he
wished the protocol "might be done away with" since "it causes annoyance to the supposed
lunatic, and trouble to the police,,49. The response the Captain Superintendent received was a
copy ofthe Order in Council No. 16 of 1889 and a terse note which omitted any mention of his
suggestions. The message was clear: lunatics - supposed or real - were to be handled by the
47 "Regulation for dealing with non-criminal lunatics", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. POLICE1523/1895,
Receipt No. 1957/005394, Location W/A/03/A/05/a/4, Box 1l.
48 Ibid.
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police and the treatment of them as criminals was normal, legal and expected. The mad
committed the crime of displaying behavior that was an aberration from the norm. The police, as
an arm ofthe state, was responsible for the maintenance of peaceful homogeneity.
Inmates were admitted for a variety of reasons, the most common being the penchant for
preferring nakedness and having a propensity to be talkative'", The descriptive roll regarding the
admittance of an unnamed Cantonese female inmate in 1892 listed the cause of her madness as
"unknown", advised that she was not violently disposed towards herself or others - the form
specifically stated that "no crime [had been] committed" - but that she had been "found naked in
the streets" and was "talkative',sl. The lack of information on her particulars, but focus on her
seemingly harmless (to modem sensibilities) penchant for nudity and chattiness impresses upon
us the idea that the reasons for labeling an individual insane had a basis in the prevailing ideas of
morality, more so than any medical or physiological basis. Indeed, the questions on descriptive
roll itself revealed this as it asked "Is the lunatic violent, intractable, dangerous, destructive,
talkative, incoherent, melancholic or filthy in habits[?]" 52. The last phrase: "filthy in habits" and
its highly subjective definition revealed a Eurocentric, Victorian imposition of the idea that
49 Ibid.
50 "Forwards Death Report and Descriptive Roll of a patient named Chong Pong who was admitted into the lunatic
asylum on the zs" Nov. 1891", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC 372/92, Receipt No. 1957/0029397,
Location W/A/03/A/03/d/3, Box 6.
"Forwards Death Report and Descriptive Roll of a patient named Hoe Ah Yoh who was admitted into the lunatic
asylum on the zs" Nov. 1891", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC 2101/92, Receipt No. 1957/0031062,
Location W/A/03/A/03/e/4, Box 28.
51 "Forwards Death Report and Descriptive Roll of a female patient who was admitted into the lunatic asylum on
the 24th October 1891", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC 689/92, Receipt No. 1957/0029708, Location
W/A/03/A/03/d/5, Box 10.
52 "Regulation for dealing with non-criminal lunatics", National Archives of Malaysia. File No.POLICE 1523/1895,
Receipt No. 1957/0055394, Location W/A/03/A/05/a/4, Box 11.
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cleanliness in the European sense was the norm and that its absence was an aberration worthy of
condemning the individual to incarceration in an asylum. Equally, that the act of being talkative,
incoherent or melancholic was considered disruptive to the public peace also showed a highly
Eurocentric and moralistic view of madness. It was not necessarily chattiness which made the
individual seem mad; it was the propensity to talk out of turn which linguistically indicated the
dominant partner within the conversation. Incoherence was seen as a disruption of the peace
because it made the individual impossible to place within the rigid social structure the authorities
implemented. Melancholia and any other dispersive negative energy also did not fit into the
colonial utopia envisioned by the authorities. In the display of these three states - nudity,
loquaciousness and melancholia - natives defied the British status quo: to be submissive,
classifiable within the British social structure and happy members of this crown colony. 53
Life Within the Walls
Once committed to the asylum, the control over the inmate extended from being merely
an environmental physical constraint to becoming a restructuring of individual's the cultural and
social mentality. The new lifestyle the inmate became subjected to was in effect, a cultural
reeducation. Routines involving the inmates' daily activities, religious worship and diets were
reorganized in ways which were seemingly respectful and adherent to the native customs or
deemed beneficial towards the inmate's mental health, but were in fact based upon Eurocentric
ideas of moral, ethnic and political superiority. Through this cultural restructuring the authority
of the colonial government became ingrained into the minds of the inmates.
53Deborah Tannen. Gender and Discourse. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1994.
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The life of the inmate once placed into the asylum was regimented. To combat the chaos
of the inmates mind, they were immersed in a routine which largely mirrored that of residents in
a British workhouse'". Indeed, the life of a Malayan asylum inmate was premised on the idea that
madness was the absence of order and that order was achieved through work and plenty of it55. In
the case of native lunatics this meant menial or manual labor. Male and female inmates held
employment within the asylum as gardeners, agriculturalists or doing domestic household labor
such as the "drawing [of] water, &C.,,56 By 1913, employment had also come to include "trade
manufactures.t''" As Marks had noted in her study of the British asylums "the asylum rose
specifically to address the need of the industrial society to isolate a disruptive category of the
unemployable from the feckless poor, to better impose work discipline ... ,,58 The employment of
such work within the Malayan asylum reflected this British concept of compartmentalization and
the belief that labor would re-accustom the inmate to their proper place in the social hierarchy.
Through the imposition of manual labor, the authorities sent the implicit message to inmates that
their role in the colony was to be productive, docile members of the lower labor classes.
The treatment of inmates' religion and religious worship also reflected the desire of
colonial government to alter the inmates' perception of acceptable culture. There was a blatant
disregard for local culture, particularly in regards to local religion, shown in the historical record.
54 Roy Porter. Madness: A Brief History. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2003.
55 Michel Foucault and Peter Statny. "Madness, the Absence of Work." Ciriticallnquiry 21, no. 2 (Winter,
1995):290-298.
56 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1882, vot. 2, chapter on "lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:bb3.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000741, location W/A/04/A/01/d/2.
57 No expansion of what this sort of work entailed was found in this research.
58 Shula Marks. III/Every facility that modern science and enlightened humanity have devised": race and progress in
an colonial hospital, Valkenberg Mental Asylum, Cape Colony, 1894-1910" in Insanity, Institutions and Society,
1800-1914, ed. by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge, 1999),270.
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In 1882 the Straits Settlement Blue Book stated that no religious services were held as "the
inmates [were] Chinese, Hindus and Mahomedans". By 1913, the same answer was given,
except without the inclusion of the clause that this was so due to the ethnicities of the inmates'".
The use of religion in the classification of people, in this case "Hindus" and "Mohamedans",
strikes our modem sensibilities as outrageously oxymoronic when served as the reason given for
the absence of religious worship. Yet it is this incongruity which informs us of the underlying
bias towards Euro centricity held by the Colonial authorities. Its' use as a valid reason for the
lack of religious services revealed that this bias was expressed through the psychiatric asylum
system. The dismissal of local culture was also noted elsewhere in the historical record. In the
Blue Books from 1897 to 1904, while no religious services were held, asylum compounds did
have a building which the authorities assigned for religious meetings: the Male European
Cottage which could contain twenty individuals'". The name of the building is indicative of the
Eurocentric attitude held by the asylum authorities. Clearly the inference was that the only
acceptable religion was Christianity and moreover that Christianity was the sole domain of
Europeans'". The asylum system's shabby treatment of local and non-Christian religion drew an
obvious line between the Europeans and the non-European locals. It positioned Europeans as the
morally superior ethnicity by sending the message that European religion (and by association,
European culture and ideology) was only the legal, rightful one and it positioned Asian
ethnicities as inferior and illegal'".
59 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1913, vol. 2, chapter on "Lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:AA5.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000765, Location W/A/04/A/01/d/3.
60 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1897-1904, vol. 2, chapter on "Lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:BB.
National Archives of Malaysia.
61 The engendering ofthe building and its function as a place assigned to religious worship is also curious, however,
the discussion of the gender is not undertaken in this paper.
62 Orientalism, Said and Keller - the orient as uncivilized and savage.
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The treatment of local and non-European religion in the asylums indicated one aspect of
the ethnicization of the colony. It revealed the underlying idea that there was a separation
between Europeans and Asians. A second aspect of the ethnicization of the colony was exhibited
in the inmates' dietary consumption. While there were preexisting religious differences which
divided the native and local populations, the endorsement of these divisions in the prison and
asylum system revealed the colonizer's aim to further ethnicize and divide the Asian population.
Building off of the preexisting native and local population's religiously dictated dietary
differences the asylum authorities emphasized segregation. In the Straits Settlement Blue Books
from 1882 to 1913, the diets of inmates at lunatic asylums and prisons were recorded. While the
diet tables for the asylums simply differentiated between the diets of Europeans and Natives, the
foodstuffs supplied to prisoners (including the criminally insane) were highly ethnicized. The
typical daily meal plan for a native 1st class prisoner in Penang in 1911 included coconut oil,
curry stuff, fresh meat, rice, salt, fish (or salt fish), vegetables and a small quantity of bread'".
What differentiated one ethnic group from another was the type of fresh meat and protein-based
foodstuffs provided. Goat meat and ghee were specifically provided for Indian inmates, while
Chinese inmates received beef three times a week, pork the remaining four days and coconut oil
daily. Malay prisoners received no pork but were given beef. Malays and Indians received dhal
while the Chinese were provisioned with peas. Additionally, the authorities made allowances for
prisoners who were "vegetarian by caste", allowing those "a ration consisting of Yz oz. of
coconut oil, 1 oz. [of] dhal, Yz oz. [of] salt, 6 ozs. of rice or wheat flour in lieu of meat or fish''?".
63 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1911, vol. 2, chapter on "lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:BB.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000763, location W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3.
64 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1911, vol. 2, chapter on "lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:BB8.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000763, location W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3.
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The "curry stuff' provided to native inmates also differed between Malays, Indians and
Europeans (as one group) and the Chinese. Curry stuff for the former group consisted of "chillies,
tamarind, coriander, pepper, garlic [and] onions" whilst for the latter it was "garlic, ginger, salt
[and] onions,,65.
In one telegram, dated the ih of December 1898, the British Resident in Pahang made a
request to the Resident in Selangor if the asylum in there could "accommodate a Tamil lunatic
suffering from acute mania". An affirmative reply was made the following day without any
further inquiry as to the state of the "Tamil lunatic". The minimal information given on the
lunatic's medical or mental condition and the emphasis on his (or her) ethnicity suggests that the
reason for the transfer of this specific lunatic was ethnically or culturally motivated; that for
some reason, Tamils could not be properly housed in Pahang. The reason itself is irrelevant here;
the pertinent aspect of this communication is that it showed that the colonial institutions were
structured, in part at least, on ethnic grounds. It also exposed how integrated ideas regarding
ethnicity were in the colonial mind; that no other demographic information was necessary
revealed the depth of meaning ethnic terms carried in this society'".
The division of foodstuffs in these culturally defined ways, whilst being sensitive to the
religious needs of the inmates, fostered and emphasized defined ethnic lines between Malays,
Chinese and Indians. To maintain spiritual purity, Indians and Malays would invariably have
65 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1882, vol. 2, chapter on "Lunatics", Federated Malay States Government:BBlO.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000741, Location W/A/04/A/0l/d/2.
66 "Enquiries whether Tamil lunatic can be accommodated", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. 5247/1898,
Receipt No. 1957/0080191, Location W/A/03/A/06/d/4, Box44.
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needed to dine amongst their own'". Such divisions prevented conspiracy amongst the natives
and the probability of a large scale rebellion. The division of diets functioned as a method of
control.
The better treatment of European inmates further emphasized the ethnic differences and
implied superiority of Europeans. Even Europeans who were being punished within the penal
system for having committed further crimes were shown preferential treatment'". In asylums the
meal plans for Europeans had a higher amount of protein, receiving a pound of beef four times a
week, a whole chicken three times weekly, three ounces of milk and an ounce oflard, whilst
Natives made do with six ounces of fresh meat (pork, beef or fresh fish) four times a week, salt
fish times a week and no milk or lard'". The daily meal plan for a European inmate in the prison
system also received a higher amount of protein: eight ounces of beef compared to the seven
ounces natives received/", These dietary differences inferred preferential treatment towards
Europeans, implicitly placing the colonizer's own ethnic and racial group above natives and
locals in the social hierarchy".
As a method of social control the colonial authorities regulated the lifestyle within the
asylums and prisons to establish and promote an ethnic hierarchy which placed Europeans as the
superior group, deserving of positions of authority by dint of their culture and ethnicity and
67 Malays, as Muslims needed to refrain from certain foods as some Indians, as Hindus also had to do so. Pork or
beef products were anathema to these groups respectively.
68 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1913, vol, 2, chapter on "Gaol and Prisons", Federated Malay States Government.
National Archives of Malaysia. Receipt No. 2006/0000765, location W/A/04/A/01/d/3.
69 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1913, vol. 2, chapter on "lunatics", Federated Malay States Government. National
Archives of Malaysia:BB. Receipt No. 2006/0000741, location W/A/04/A/01/d/2.
70 Straits Settlements Blue Book 1913, vol, 2, chapter on "lunatics", Federated Malay States Government. National
Archives of Malaysia:BB9-10. Receipt No. 2006/0000741, location W/A/04/A/01/d/2.
71 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007), 54-56.
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positioned natives and locals as the inferiors. Additionally, these institutions fostered and
encouraged the preexisting cultural differences amongst the native and local populations to
emphasize ethnicity and thereby limited the potential for conspiracy to rebellion amongst the
colonized.
Making an Exit
Invariably, there were two ways in which an inmate exited the penal and asylum system
in Malaya: feet first and dead, or alive and with a shove out the door. In the cases of the former,
the inmates ended their life's journey as intended by the colonial authorities, restrained from
spreading their aberrant rebellion and isolated from the larger population. One might say that the
deceased mad were the colonial governments' best success stories. It was in the latter cases of
survival where the matter of colonial control and the establishment of authority could be
questionable. Were the survivors of colonial British psychiatric institutionalism cured of their
deviancy? The answer to this question and indeed to the larger inquiry of whether or the use of
psychiatry was aimed toward social control lies in the colonial government's definition of a cure.
On what grounds then were inmates freed?
From the perspective of the authorities, madness was expressed through criminality;
therefore, logically, the return to good health was displayed by an absence of crime. W.T.
Chapman, the Chairman on the Board of Visitors at the Central Lunatic Asylum expressed this
opinion, writing that "financial difficulties and the want of food and worry" would "speedily
bring about a relapse [into insanity]". The inference Chapman made was that the individual
would be forced to steal and the committing of such a crime constituted a return to madness. The
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concern of the authorities was not the improved biological or medical condition of the inmate at
the time of release, but the successful molding of the inmate's behavior to the lawful conformity
desired by the state. The state's objective was the assimilation of the inmate into the peaceful,
non-criminal homogeneity of society and the institution was the site of that process of social
control. This definition of "cured" was illustrated in two ways: through the attitude that a
wholesale application of treatment was necessary and through the disregard for the care of the
mad after their release 72.
The colonizers' attitude that the cure for madness was related to the prevention of crime
and necessitated a blanket approach was succinctly pointed out by Dr W.G. Ellis, the medical
superintendent of the Government Asylum in Singapore in the 1890s. Since a rash of amok cases
in Penang in 1846 the use of "judicial execution ... was the means of stamping out Amok entirely
for years.,,73 While the doctor criticized the use of the death sentence, having found no proof that
execution of the inflicted stamped out the prevalence of madness, he promoted the opinion that
mental illness was a cause of crime to which the insane should "be held responsible" and that
"imprisonment for life [was] a greater punishment" by which madness could be contained". The
implicit message was that the cure for madness was not a matter to be considered on an
individual basis, but that a common cure-all existed. Once the mad underwent the common
process, they would emerge free of madness.
72 IIAftercare of lunatics in States of the Federated Malay States", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. Selangor
3276/1917, Receipt No. 1957/0195970, Location W/A/03/A/13/b/4, Box 23.
73 W. Gilmore Ellis. "The Amok of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 39 (1893):325.
74 W. Gilmore Ellis. "The Amok of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 39 (1893):335.
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The government documents regarding the discharges and releases of inmates exposed the
authorities' indifference towards the medical condition of the inmate at the time of release. Their
indifference was revealed in a number of ways. Firstly, the length of stay in the asylums for
many inmates was extremely short, leading one to question the accuracy of the diagnosis, or as is
proposed here, if the true aim of the treatment was the acceptance and exhibition of lawful
behavior rather than the medical recovery of the inmate. The evidence already discussed has
suggested that madness and thereby the diagnosis of it was rarely (if ever) based upon actual
biological imbalances and had more to do with the outward display of disruptive behavior.
The analysis of discharge letters of three inmates in 1895 and 1896 have shown that
recovery was equated with lawfulness and the actual medical health of the inmate was irrelevant.
In the discharge documents of a Malay inmate, Mat Som in August 1896 the Acting Principal
Civil Medical Officer of the Straits Settlements stated that he had been "admitted into the asylum
here [Singapore] from Selangor on the 24th June 1896" and was "discharged as "recovered" by
the asylum" on the 25th of August of the same year. His treatment spanned barely a month. Also,
the quotations over "recovered" were curious, inferring that Mat Som's improvement was
artificial. Yet regardless of the suspected falsity of his improvement, the man was released. The
documents for inmates Cha Long Si and Wi Lok Sin also revealed short stays in the asylum. The
former was "admitted into the asylum [in Selangor] on the 16thDecember 1894 [and] was
discharged recovered on the 13th [of February 1895]" and the latter was "admitted into the
asylum on the 17thDecember 1894 [and] was discharged Recovered [on the morning of the 1st of
March 1895]". These brief stays in the asylum lend an air of implausibility and disbelief to the
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claim of recovery, suggesting that the recovery of the inmate was not based upon his or her
medical condition 75.
Another discharge letter from 1895 concerning the inmate Chu Eng revealed the
government's lack of interest in his biological mental health. His treatment at the asylum
spanned a little over seven months, but it was the fact that he was deemed "recovered by the
Visiting Justices" rather than a medical officer or doctor, which suggest that the recovery from
madness was closely linked to lawfulness and had no connection to the health of the inmate. It
was also especially noted that he left the vicinity "for Kuala [unreadable] on the 10" instant by
the S.S. "Malacca"". The inference was that since the inmate was leaving the area he would no
longer be a public problem, that is, a threat to public safety, regardless of his actual condition. 76
The historical record also contained communications on the after-care of lunatics which
illustrated how little the authorities cared for the actual health of the inmate at the time of release
or thereafter. In a memo dated August 25th 1907 it was noted that "the Resident regrets that he
cannot see his way to attempting the establishment of an After Care Association, such as that
described in Selangor". According to a letter from Kuala Lumpur dated August 20th 1917, there
was an After Care Association set up in Ipoh, Perak, for which reason the magistrate's office in
75 "Reports of discharge of recovered lunatic Cha Long Si", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC 1071/1895,
Receipt No. 1957/0054984, Location W/A/03/A/05/a/3, Box 8.
"Wi Lok Sim (a Selangor lunatic) - Reports of,an 17/12/1894", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC
1278/1895, Receipt No. 1957/055169, Location W/A/03/A/05/a/4, Box 10.
"Reports Death of lunatics Amida and Bun Chin", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC 4253/1895, Receipt
No. 1957/0057911, Location W/A/03/A/05/b/4, Box 30.
"Discharge of Mat Som from the lunatic asylum-Reports", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. MISC 4599/1895,
Receipt No. 1957/0064944, Location W/A/03/A/05/e/4, Box 33.
76 "Reports discharge of lunatic Chu Eng", National Archives of Malaysia. File No. POLICE 1523/1895, Receipt No.
1957/0055394/0064944, Location W/A/03/A/05/a/4, Box 11.
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Kuala Lumpur denounced the need to set up additional after care associations. The magistrate
cited three reasons for his opinion. Firstly, "The number of discharges that would come before
these separate After Care Associations would not be large" although he acknowledged that it was
"unfair for Perak to provide for all the discharges". Secondly, "except in the case of Malays" as
an ethnic group native to the peninsula, "lunatics of other Nationalities [such as the Chinese and
Indians had] no special tie to any locality, the population being of such an unsettled kind, so that
there seems hardly any point in multiplying bodies of this kind" and lastly, building on his
second point, he suggested that any "assistance required [in the matter of discharges] could be
supplied ... by the Chinese Protectorate in the case of discharged Chinese inmates and by the
Labour Department in the case of Tamils." The implication was that the Chinese and Indians
were non-natives and could or would not remain long enough in the Straits Settlements to cause
further disruption. In a second letter, dated the 14th of August 1917 the Protector of Chinese in
Selangor and Negeri Sembilan expressed a similar sentiment, plainly stating that he felt "much
doubt as to whether such a Committee for Selangor ... would be able to assist the Perak
Committee ... and if such a Committee [were] appointed it [would] be impossible for [him] to
devote any time to it as the work of [his] office [was] ... considerably more than [he could]
manage satisfactorily." While there were individuals in the Colonial government, like W.T
Chapman who were concerned over the discharged inmates' welfares, the overriding attitude was
that once released, the future welfare of the inmate in a medical context was not the concern of
the authorities. The only cause for concern were Malay discharged inmates as they would remain
within the locality ofthe Straits Settlements and thereby remain as subjects under the Colonial
government 77.
77 "Aftercare of lunatics in States of the Federated Malay States", National Archives of Malaysia. File No.
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The evidence regarding the exit procedures of asylum inmates exposed the catch-all
attitude towards treatment, the equation of crime and illegality with insanity and the disregard for
the actual medical health and welfare of the inmates. These factors worked together to provide a
clear definition of the Colonial authorities' understanding of "recovery" from lunacy. Recovery
in the eyes of the state was a seamless assimilation of the inmate into a homogenous, obedient
and lawful society. This analysis has revealed that the uses of psychiatric institutions in the
Colonial Malaya were aimed towards exerting social control over the native and local population.
Sub-Conclusion: Psychiatry in Colonial Malaya
From the time they were detained, throughout their stay in the asylum or prison and
finally to the day of their release (or death), the experience of the inmate was an exercise in
cultural reeducation and social control. The methods used by the institutions encouraged
ethnicization in a two stage process, placing Europeans as superior to natives and locals and then
accentuated the pre-existing sub-divisions amongst the natives and locals. The ultimate aim of
the colonial government was to ingrain the legitimacy of colonial authority into the minds of
those who might potentially threaten it and prevent defuse the probability of revolt.
SELANGOR3276/1917, Receipt No. 1957/0126187 location W/A/03/A/09/d/3, Box 52.
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Psychiatry at "home" and in the Colonized World
This study is premised on the hypothesis that the institutions for the insane served as
functions of the British colonial government in Malaya to establish control and authority over the
native and local populations and that this was done through the imposition of the Eurocentric
beliefthat European ideology, culture and ethnicities were morally superior. The examination of
the historical record has so far shown that asylums and prisons were indeed sites of ethnicization
and social control. The following sections examine the origins of the methods of social control
discussed above and the degree to which they were European and Eurocentric.
At "home" in Britain
The importation of psychiatric institutionalism as a way to handle the insane was a
natural action of the British Colonial government. Having been used in Britain for a number of
decades already there was a precedent for its use in the colonies. Three factors extant in colonial
Malaya paralleled extant concepts and needs in Britain which made this so.
Firstly, in 1867 the Straits Settlements became independent of the Calcutta Office of the
Colonial government. As a new Crown Colony of the British Empire the administration felt the
need for recognition of the legitimacy of their governance and any disruption threatening that
legitimacy had to be minimized. This requirement paralleled the need respectable Victorians
faced in Britain with the sudden influx of poor, morally and criminally deviants into the urban
cities during the Industrial Revolution. Just as the Victorians at "home" in Britain had to reassert
their superior rank, the government of the Straits Settlements had to affirm their claim to rule
over the native and local residents.
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In effect, the Malayan natives and its local residents were equated with the poor, lower
classes of Britain whilst the British administrators and members of the colonizing ethnicity were
associated with the rich, bourgeois and upper class of Victorians. In the microcosmic context of
the asylum and the macrocosmic context of the colony, the former class was deemed inferior and
necessarily subjugated whilst the latter class assumed the superior and presiding role.
Following the population explosion in Britain and the massive migrations of the poor
country folk into Britain's urban cities, the respectable - that is, the sane - began to express worry
over the increasing numbers of poor, beggarly criminals and mentally ill they were finding
themselves living in close proximity to78• The insane were considered very much in the same
category as social misfits who defied the natural order79 and as it was in Southeast Asia, the care
of the insane had formerly been a matter of private concern. The seemingly sudden
multiplication of deviants was seen as a pollution of society. This moral problem derived from
economic concerns. The conversion of the treatment of the mad from a private matter to a public
matter was rooted in the massive and rapid industrialization of Britain. As methods of production
changed, so too did work ethics and the characteristics employers desired in their workers.
Combined with problems of rampant dissatisfaction from poverty and unemployment resulted in
the rise of the asylum system "specifically to address the need of industrial society to isolate a
78Marlene A. Arieno. Victorian Lunatics: A Social Epidemiology of Mental Illness in Mid-Nineteenth Century England.
(Toronto: Associated University Press, 1989).
79Ernest Teagarden. "A Victorian Prison Experiment" Journal of Social History 2, no. 4 (Summer, 1969):357-365.
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disruptive category ofthe unemployable from the feckless poor, the better to impose work
d· . 1· ,,80ISClPme ...
Britain's need to solve the problem of contamination ofthe working classes was so
sweeping and large that authorities were forced to regulate and control the issue. The
involvement ofthe authorities made insanity a public matter. While vagrancy laws were already
enforced and public county asylums had been erected, the 1845 Lunacy Commission in Britain
firmly made the admittance of lunatics a public problem to be controlled by the COurtS
81
.
Secondly, the "moral insanity" that had been observed and successfully treated in Britain
was found to also exist in this colony. James Cowles Prichard, a medical professional practicing
in England in the late nineteenth century defined this as a "form of mental disease [which]
consists of a morbid perversion of the feeling, affections, habits, without any hallucination or
erroneous conviction impressed upon the understanding; it sometimes coexists with an
apparently unimpaired state of the intellectual faculties." This same sort of affliction was found
in the cases of latah and amok documented in Malayan communities by British medical
professionals'". While the cure of such afflictions was thought to be impossible, the matter of
how to protect the safety of the colony from such persons still remained. As "moral insanity" had
80Shula Marks. ""Every facility that modern science and enlightened humanity have devised": race and progress in
an colonial hospital, Valkenberg Mental Asylum, Cape Colony, 1894-1910" in Insanity, Institutions and Society,
1800-1914, ed. by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge, 1999),270.
81Clive Unsworth. "Law and Lunacy in psychiatry's "Golden Age"" Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 13, no. 4 (Winter,
1993):482.
82W. Gilmore Ellis. "Latah. A Mental Malady of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 43 (1897):40.
W. Gilmore Ellis. "The Amok of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 39 (1893):338.
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been tidily managed with the "moral management" of psychiatric institutionalism in Britain, the
application of those same methods was easily translated for application in the colonies.
Lastly, the concept of "moral management" upon which the British asylum was premised
fit neatly into the saving mission of Colonialism. Of the two prevailing theories regarding the
rise of psychiatric institutionalism: "social fallout" and "social control theory", the latter theory
suited the colonial Malayan context snugly'". In coordination with the "saving mission" behind
Colonialism, treatment of the mad in the Malaya was aimed at minimizing and ridding the
colony of deviancy. A combination of factors emerged from the Age of Reason and
Enlightenment which forged the idea that a deliverance from the absence of reason (madness)
was a worthy goal. "Moral management [the system of institutionalizing the mad and providing
them with medical care], therefore, became a coalescence of humane asylum treatment and a
distinction between psychological (moral) and biological (physical) causes for the purpose of
correct treatment plans and possible cure,,84.While a medical cure was not pursued in Malaya for
the afflicted, a moral cure was. The "cure" desired by the Colonial government was the natives'
acceptance of the colonial regime as their rightful rulers. Another historian, Andrew Scull had
proposed that "moral management" held another meaning: to transform the patient into an
improved moral person'". Regardless of the minute differences in the definition of "moral
management", this concept served to justify the actions of the colonial government well: to
83Michel Foucault. Madness and Civilizatio: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason. New York, NY: Vintage Books,
1988.
84Marlene A. Arieno. Victorian Lunatics: A Social Epidemiology of Mental Illness in Mid-Nineteenth Century England.
(Toronto: Associated University Press, 1989), 70.
85Marlene A. Arieno. Victorian Lunatics: A Social Epidemiology of Mental Illness in Mid-Nineteenth Century England.
(Toronto: Associated University Press, 1989),60.
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change the mad deviant into an "improved moral person", one who was compliant, orderly and
knew their place in society.
Through this comparison of the psychiatric institution in Britain, it is clear that the use of
those institutions in Colonial Malaya was very similar and premised largely upon the same
grounds. The translation of psychiatry from Britain into the Malayan context maintained much of
its European roots and was highly Eurocentric; not only in the method in which colonial
Malayan psychiatry was carried out tangibly but also in the theoretical basis behind it. Where the
treatment of lunacy differed in Colonial Malaya from Britain was in the ethnic lines which
subdivided the native and local populations.
In the Colonies ...
On the surface, the use of the psychiatric system in the colonies was superficially similar
to that used in Britain and in other colonizers' European home lands. There were commonalities
which they shared, as we have just discussed in the case of Colonial Malaya. However, the
analyses made by the historians Waltraud Ernst and Richard C. Keller on India and French
Algeria respectively have shown that there were significant differences in the theoretical beliefs
which motivated the colonial governments in those two locations. This and the following two
sections on the use of psychiatric institutionalism in India and French Algeria briefly discuss
those commonalities and differences.
There were two mutual aspects of the Malayan, Indian and French Algerian colonies in
regards to their treatment of lunacy. The first shared feature was that colonial laws regarding
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lunacy and its treatment very much resembled or were built upon laws for the same purpose in
their home lands. Secondly, there existed a common belief in the inherent superior nature of
Europeans and in the primitiveness of the native culture.
Laws initiated at "home" in Europe were reflected in the laws created specifically for the
colonies. From a legal perspective, the colonies were seen as microcosms of the home land. In
the Straits Settlements, as discussed earlier, the 1858 Indian Lunacy Act and the English Lunacy
Act of 1853 formed the basis of the 1889 Ordinance No. VIII in the Straits Settlements'".
Earlier in the nineteenth century, the Colonial Indian laws themselves were highly
influenced by politics back "home". There was an overarching desire amongst "the British in
India ... [in that they] were keen to prove that their organization of social and political life in the
East compared favorably with the way it was done "at home",,87. These sentiments formed the
foundation for offers made by British citizens, such as that made by a Dr G.A. Berwick who in
1847 "offered his services to the Bengal government in an attempt to improve mental institutions
in India ... to put them on a footing comparable to what he had seen in the more advanced
amongst British asylums" 88.The results of these motivations were the laws enacted in India. The
86 BengYeong Ng. Till the Break of Day: A History of Mental health services in Singapore 1841-1993. (Singapore:
Singapore University Press,2001), 169-170.
87 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY:Routledge, 1999),
245.
88 Waltraud Ernst.Mad Talesfrom the Raj: The European Insane in British India, 1800-1858. (New York Routledge,
1991}:43.
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Indian Lunatic Asylum Act passed in 1858 was designed "with the explicit aim of bringing the
legal situation in India in line with that in Britain,,89.
Similarly, in the French-controlled Maghreb legal practices and the psychiatric institution
system as a whole mirrored the work of psychiatrists in France. As Keller phrased it: "it radiate [d]
outward from a Parisian hub,,9o The foundation of French psychiatry had begun with Philippe
Pinel and the building of the Hospital General in 1656 under Louis XIV and it was upon "Pinel's
legacy [that] French psychiatrists sought to modernize the care of the mentally ill in Algeria,
Tunisia and Morocco ... ". This sentiment culminated in the law of30 June 1838 which made
psychiatric care in an asylum (run only by the French government) the only legal avenue for
treatment of the insane".
The second mutual feature of these colonies was the confidence the European colonizers
possessed of their superiority over the native cultures. In the Straits Settlements, this was
displayed through the distinct lines drawn between the Europeans and the natives and locals. The
pomposity of the British was not always overt, but implicit. As Dr W.G. Ellis noted in 1897
"sexual self-restraint [was] never a strong point with Malay women ... ,,92As a publication in a
scholarly journal the statement illustrated the wide acceptance of broad generalizations of moral
disdain against native ethnicities. As discussed above, the condescension towards natives played
89 Waltraud Ernst. Mad Tales from the Raj: The European Insane in British India, 1800-1858. (New York Routledge,
1991):45.
90 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),6.
91 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),25.
92 W. Gilmore Ellis. "Latah. A Mental Malady of the Malays." British Journal of Psychiatry 43 (1897):40.
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out in the treatment of lunatics through the better treatment of European inmates in the higher
nutritional content of their diets and the snubbing of the local customs regarding insanity and
local religions.
In India, maintenance of British superiority occurred through segregation of the
Europeans from the natives. There were specifically assigned "Native Lunatic Asylums" and the
British insane were periodically repatriated back to the home land to prevent the "lowering [of]
the European character in the eyes of the Natives',93. The implication was that the European
inherently occupied a position above the native character and that it's "lowering" was
undesirable'". In asylums the positioning of Europeans as the preeminent group was seen in the
asylum administration. These institutions were "headed by a European medical officer" whilst
"half castes and other natives [were] confined to subordinate offices" 95In addition to this, the
inferiority of India was emphasized by extending the scope to include the Indian environment. It
was described as "pathological ... [and[ had an inverse, catalytic effect on Europeans' mental
93 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and SOciety, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe {New York, NY: Routledge,
1999),256.
94 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge, 1999),
251.
95 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe {New York, NY: Routledge,
1999),260.
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health. ,,96The attitude was that India and its environment produced a degenerative effect through
" ... the climate and connexion with low ignorant [Indian] women.,,97
This extension of European primacy into the environment also occurred in French
Algeria. In Keller's analysis of this colony he noted that the "Muslim world [was seen] as a
space of madness'v"; indeed the "Orient" was a space with an absence of reason'". The French
tendency towards favoring their superiority was expressed also in their opinion that "their [native]
brain does not reason like ours"lOO.
Through this brief analysis of the psychiatric institutionalism and societal norms in
Britain, India and French Algeria it is possible to see the European factors which led to the
development and function of that system in Colonial Malaya. We can see that the treatment of
lunacy and the psychiatric systems set up in these locales derived from European origin and were
founded on highly Eurocentric views and that these opinions translated into the colonial setting.
96 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and SOciety, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge,
1999),256.
97 Waltraud Ernst. "Out of sight and out of mind: insanity in early nineteenth-century British India" in Insanity,
Institutions and Society, 1800-1914, edited by Joseph Melling and Bill Forsythe (New York, NY: Routledge,
1999),253.
98 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),22.
99 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),2.
100 Richard C. Keller Colonial Madness: Psychiatry in French North Africa. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007),10.
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Conclusion
As the day drew to a close, the inmates must have oftentimes watched the setting of the
sun. The blue of the sky above them slowly streaked with vermillion and then purple and finally
the last sighs of daylight color were swallowed by blackness of night. As the day had begun, they
were roused from whatever reveries their minds had led them to by a bell or the hand of an
asylum attendant, ushering them into the wards. The day was done; it was time for sleep again.
Perhaps they welcomed this last part of the day, their bodies aching from the labor of toiling in
the gardens. In their beds, they were free to sleep or lie awake or dream. Though their daylight
hours were filled, each hour assigned to some task or another, their nights were empty and open
to whatever possibilities their dreams might conjure.
The last reminder of their confinement, before sleep set them free to roam the space of
their minds, was the clang of the metal gates and the click of the locks as the last of the non-
resident attendants left for their own homes. After that the silence and the night was their own,
disturbed only by a buzzing of mosquitoes feasting on their ears. But though the doctors were
gone and the compound silent, the freedom of nighttime was just an illusion.
The walls of the British colonial asylums were more than blocks of brick and mortar. The
inmates' were not merely confined by those bricks; they were bound by intangible forces: ideas.
Those ideas had sprung from another land and sailed with men to this land, Malaya; and
although the bricks of the asylum walls were real, the mortar that held them together was infused
with that foreign ideology. That was the force that imprisoned them.
In this paper we have examined a small sliver of the historical record to explore the ways
in which those ideas were used as the cement to build the walls of the colonial asylums in
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Malaya. This study found that the asylum and the system of psychiatric institutionalism served as
a microcosmic example of how the British colonized Malaya in the social sense. The British
colonial government used the institution of the asylum and the treatment of the insane to ingrain
the superiority of Europeans and European culture into the minds of the natives and locals, with
the final aim of exerting social control over them and asserting their colonial authority.
In the first sections of analysis, this paper primarily reviewed the documents from the
Malaysian National Archives. The evidence examined revealed how European ideas which
associated criminality with madness, madness with political instability, and ethnicity with
control worked together to forge the psychiatric asylum system in Malaya. The evidence also
showed how those ideas translated into daily use and functioned to physically confine,
recondition the inmates, and effectively control them from conspiring to revolt. In the second
section of analysis, the evidence of the first section was contextualized against the interpretations
of histories done on Britain, India and French Algeria, which determined that the origins of the
ideas used by the British colonial government were European and Eurocentric in their nature.
However, the analysis reported herein is far from complete. The data collected at the
Malaysian National Archives was only a fraction of the extant historical record, forcing the
analysis and conclusions made here to be limited. Further study on the topic of psychiatry in
Colonial Malaya is warranted by this omission. Additionally, further scholarly study is necessary
because of the limited perspectives discussed in this study. As a result of limiting the source of
the documents to the Malaysian National Archives, the analysis was confined to exploring the
point of view held by the colonial authorities. The perspectives of the inmates themselves and of
the native and local residents of Malaya are glaringly absent. To be more thorough, the scope of
sources and depth of research must be enlarged. This paper also failed to examine, in detail, the
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nuanced differences between the use of psychiatry in Colonial Malaya and the colonies of India
and French Algeria. Knowledge of the variation of its use may lead to differing conclusions or at
the very least, a more comprehensive understanding of colonial psychiatry.
In tracing the path of our perceptions of lunacy and its treatment we increase our
understanding of the world and our humanity. As we delve into the study of madness, a hole
which we might consider as being the absence of humanity, we may find that it is not this space
which is deficient. As this study has revealed, the lack of humanity is in found in the state of
those who persecute the insane.
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Abstract:
Ideas have travelled a convoluted route throughout history, most paths remaining
obscured until historical research untangles them. In Malaysia, the colonizing political
machinations of the British from the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century are often credited
as a single force facilitated a wholesale movement of Eurocentric ideology into the region. It is
taken as if Colonialism was a monolithic weapon which obliterated native ideology in a single
swipe. Such a generalization has omitted the vital nuances and masked the actual path of history.
This historical study revealed that one way in which European thought merged into modem
Malaysian ideology was an insidious one, hidden under a guise of noble, medical intentions.
Through the implementation of psychiatric facilities for the native mad, the British asserted their
Eurocentric and Victorian ideas of difference and class, and formation of the "Other". Using
Eurocentric ideology, the colonial government in Malaya built a system resulting in the
ethnicization of Malaya's native and resident locals and the subversion of their culture. In effect,
the colonial British government raised the social position of the European to match the political
power they exerted over the Malay Peninsula and used the system of psychiatric institutionalism
to do so. In this way, legitimacy of the colonial British regime was ingrained into native and
local society. This study examined records from the Malaysian National Archives from 1880 to
1917. Primarily, it discussed the use of psychiatry in Colonial Malaya and considered the
associations between criminality, class and ethnicity as factors which formed a system of social
control amongst the inmates of lunatic asylums, hospitals and prisons. Secondly, scholarly
studies on the use of psychiatry in Britain, India and French Algeria were contextualized against
the evidence in Colonial Malaya. In this latter section the European origins and the Eurocentric
nature of the psychiatric system became clear, lending credence to the hypothesis made that
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social control and colonial authority were made possible through the establishment of a
European institution: the lunatic asylum.
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Negara, Malaysia.
Official government correspondence, "Asks that the vote "Diets for patients, lunatic asylum, Kuala
Lumpur" be supplemented by $1400", 1900, No.Rujukan 5261/1900, No. Penerimaan
1957/0094285, Lokasi W/ A/03/ A/07 /c/2, Kotak No.41, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Official government correspondence, "Supply of fresh milk, General district, leper hospitals, lunatic
asylum and prison, Kuala Lumpur 1899 ", 1899, No.Rujukan 5339/1898, No. Penerimaan
1957/0080282, Lokasi W/A/03/A/06/d/4, Kotak No.45, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Official government correspondence, "Re' Dr Ellis visit to FMS and the proposal to ask him advice with
regard to KL Lunatic asylum. Confirms telegram to and from BRWSD and informs that asking R.G
to apply to the colonial authorities for his visit and advice", 1903, No.Rujukan Selangor 4902
1903, No. Penerimaan 1957/0430596, Lokasi W/A/03/A/32/f/5, Kotak No.7, Arkib Negara,
Malaysia.
Official government correspondence, "Copy of a letter from the State Surgeon, Selangor on he subject of
the condemnation of the lunatic asylum of Selangor by Dr Ellis, submits for H.E's consideration",
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1904, No.Rujukan 3162/1906, No. Penerimaan 1957/0129581, Lokasi W/A/03/A/09/e/5, Kotak
No.22, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Official government correspondence, "Requests that the Colonial treasurer may be instructed to pay Dr
Ellis the honorarium of $100 and to debit that amount to his account with the FMS", 1904,
No.Rujukan 1313/1904, No. Penerimaan 1957/0584941, Lokasi W/A/05/A/25/b/5, Kotak No.29,
Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Official government correspondence, "Visit of Dr Ellis to Kuala Lumpur", 1908, No.Rujukan
4257/1908, No. Penerimaan 1957/0143882, Lokasi W/A/03/A/I0/c/4, Kotak No.28, Arkib
Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1913. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000765, Lokasi
W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1911. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000763, Lokasi
W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1910. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000760, Lokasi
W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1908. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000759, Lokasi
W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1906. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000757, Lokasi
W/A/04/A/Ol/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
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Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1897. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000748, lokasi
W/A/04/A/01/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1900. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000749, lokasi
W/A/04/A/01/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1901 No. Penerimaan 2006/0000751, lokasi
W/A/04/A/01/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1903. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000753, lokasi
W/A/04/A/01/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
Straits Settlements (5.5) Blue Book - Volume 2, 1904. No. Penerimaan 2006/0000755, lokasi
W/A/04/A/01/d/3, Arkib Negara, Malaysia.
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